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ABSTRACT
Architectural monitoring and adaptation allows self-management capabilities of autonomic systems to realize more powerful adaptation steps, which observe and adjust not only parameters but also the software architecture. However, monitoring as well as adaptation of the architecture of a running system in addition to the parameters are considerably more complex and only rather limited and costly solutions are available today. In this paper we propose a model-driven approach to ease the development of architectural monitoring and adaptation for autonomic systems. Using meta models and model transformation techniques, we were able to realize an incremental synchronization between the run-time system and models for different self-management activities. The synchronization might be triggered when needed and therefore the activities can operate concurrently.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.2.2 [Software Engineering]: Design Tools and Techniques; D.2.9 [Software Engineering]: Management; K.6.3 [Management of Computing and Information Systems]: Software Management

General Terms
Management, Measurement
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1. INTRODUCTION
Software has to be frequently adapted to changes in the environment to keep its value for the user [11]. Software can be adapted by modifying program variables (parameter adaptation) or by exchanging algorithmic or structural system components (compositional adaptation) possibly changing the software architecture [12]. Continuous adaptations are impeded by the complexity of today’s software systems. The vision of Autonomic Computing (AC) approaches this problem by borrowing the concept of control loops, which originates from the domain of control engineering, and adapting it to suit business computing by self-management capabilities such as self-configuration, self-healing, self-optimization and self-protection [9]. Most of the work on AC employs parameter adaptation and therefore can employ well understood control engineering techniques [8]. For some systems this is sufficient, but sometimes compositional adaptations have to be employed to achieve the needed self-management goals [10]. Therefore, each capability requires its own corresponding abstract view on a managed software system that reflects the run-time state of a system regarding architectural components, links and parameters as far as they are relevant for the capability. These views should be provided by models. While there are many examples for the benefits of adapting architectures at run-time (cf. [5, 13, 16]), the model-driven development using meta-models of the architecture or other elements of autonomic systems such as policies has only recently found more attention [2, 14, 17]. The focus of these model-driven approaches is to exploit models for facilitating control loop activities. In this context, only first ideas to use model transformation activities exist [1, 15], but no efficient solution working online has been presented so far.

In this paper we propose a model-driven approach to ease the development of architectural monitoring and adaptation for autonomic systems. By employing model-driven engineering techniques and our optimized model transformation technique [6, 7] the run-time system and several models aiming at different self-management capabilities are synchronized online and incrementally. The approach has been evaluated by means of an example implementation for Enterprise Java Beans [4], which supports only the monitoring part yet. It considers performance monitoring, architectural constraints checking and failure monitoring. The next section outlines our model-driven approach and the implementation, which is followed by a conclusion and an outlook on future work.

2. APPROACH
Our approach combines Model-driven Engineering (MDE) and the vision of autonomic computing. MDE techniques are employed to provide models describing different views on a managed software system for different control loops being concerned with a certain self-management capability. The generic architecture of our approach is depicted in Figure 1. It extends the control loop as proposed in [12] by introducing models as the interface between Autonomic Managers and the Managed Element. Sensors and Effectors provide a model-based view on a managed system in the form of a Source Model that can be used for monitoring or adapting the system at run-time. A source model repre-
sent all capabilities of sensors and effectors. Consequently, a source model might be quite complex, which makes it laborious to use it as a basis for autonomic managers implementing the control loop activities monitoring, analysis, planning and execution. Thus, we propose using model transformation techniques to derive several Target Models at run-time. Each target model raises the level of abstraction w.r.t. the source model and it provides a specific view on the software system required for an autonomic manager focusing on a certain self-management capability. E.g., a manager being concerned with self-optimization uses only those specific models that describe the resource utilization and performance attributes of a system, but does not have to consider views that are covered by other managers focusing on self-healing or self-protection. Consequently, several autonomic managers work on possibly different target models as depicted at the top of Figure 1.

The different target models are maintained by our generic Model Transformation Engine being based on Triple Graph Grammars (TGG) [6, 7]. Source and target models are causally connected, i.e., changes in a source model are reflected in target models (monitoring) and vice versa (adaptation). This is possible due to the bidirectional transformation and synchronization capabilities of TGGs present in our engine, which work incrementally facilitating an efficient application at run-time. How two models have to be synchronized is specified declaratively by TGG Rules at the level of Meta Models for the source and target models. Hence, the rules are independent of concrete models. Synchronization between source and target models can be triggered on demand enabling concurrent operations of managers and the decoupling of target models from a source model to ensure consistent analysis or to transfer several target model changes to the source model atomically.

The implementation of our approach currently covers the monitoring capabilities. It is based on sensors the AC infrastructure mKernel [3] provides for monitoring systems being realized with Enterprise JavaBeans 3.0 (EJB) [4] technology. Based on the capabilities of these sensors, we developed a meta model for the EJB domain that defines the source model. For target models we developed three meta models and the required TGG rules covering the architecture, performance and failure states, which aim at autonomic managers being concerned with self-configuration, self-optimization, and self-healing, respectively. Our model transformation engine implementation and all meta models are based on the Eclipse Modeling Framework. However, the whole infrastructure can run decoupled from the Eclipse workbench.

3. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK

We have presented an approach to support the architectural monitoring and adaptation by using meta models and model transformation techniques that operate efficiently and online and that can address different self-management capabilities. As our current solution fully automates the monitoring of a system, we plan to cover the adaptation of architectures and to investigate the degree of automation for adaptations.
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